
(1.1)

(1.2)

f,PD7)D 5

holds {or all Jl.mea.surable functions g, (We shall also write p.(g) for J p.(dz)g(:z:).} The

correlation function {or the observa.bles Band C is then defined by

psd') = T!i...~ f IT d7 B(r=)C(r+<=)

- T!i...m -T1 rTdT BUT=) . lim 2. rTd7C(r=)
00 Jo T_oo T Jo

and this is how PEe is computed from an experimental time senes.

Resonances in dynamical systems

Remarks:

1) When the time is discrete, the integral is replaced by a discrete sum and p is 2.,.
periodic in w.

2} In the case when f is not invertible, one can still extend P to negative times by

shifting the time argument in (1.1) from B to C and using the invariance of the
measure,

3) Some inva.riant measures J.l are especially nice, these are the SRB (Sinai-Ruelle

Bowen) measures see, e,g., (Eckmann and Ruelle 1985), They have the property that

for Lebesgue almost every point the ergodic a\'erage is reached, In this case, the

correlation function is, for almost every initial point :z:, equal to

Here, Band C are smooth real functions on' At. One defines the power soectrum

(usually taking B = C) by the Fourier transform

2. The Perron-Frobenius Operator and Resonances of Correla
tion Functions

Consider, for simplicity, the case of maps I, with an absolutely continuous invariant

measure p.(dz) = ~o(dz)h(:r), where Jlo is the Lebesgue measure, Then h is an eigen.

function of the operator C, with eigem-alue 1, where C is the operator which maps a
suitable 9 onto

(I:g)(=) = "f~=' Id,t~f(Y)lg(y), (2.1)

and DI denotes the derivative of f. This operator is called the Perron.Frobenius

operator, and is usually studied in a more general context with l/ldet Df(y)l replaced

.,

'.~:

".";
'5

We consider the general setting in which a flow t - fl or a map f acting on a

compact manifold IW is given. We shall write interchangeably fl for the flow, or, when

t is a positive integer, for the t·th iterate of the map. Of course, in most physical

situations, M is either (3 piece of) Rm or 3 torus or a.n inten-al. We assume that we

are given a.n invariant measure J.l {or f, i.e., the identity f J.l(dz}g(:z:} = !.Jl(d=)g(fl=)

rn this talk, we review some of the results on time-correlation functions in dynami

cal systems, especially the analyticity properties of their Fourier transforms, i.e., of

power spectra. We will try to explain the nature of the singularities of this analytic

continuation and we will see that the seemingly trivial question about the behavior

of correlation functions opens a field with interesting theoretical and experimental

challenges.

Depulernenl de Physique Tbliorique
Uai"euite de Gelleye
eH-I2l1 GeneY5 -4, Switzerland
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Abstract. We review the theory of resonances in dynamical systems and give an

interpretattoa in terms of the distribution of recunence times.

1. Introduction

Resonances in dynamical systems

J.-P. Eckmann
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3. The Formalism of Statistical Mechanics

The study of time-correlation functions in dynamica.l systeIll5 and the proof of Theorem

2.1 are intimately connected with the study of space-correlation functions in statistical

mechan.ics of one dimensional lattice spin systems (Sinai 1972, Bowen 1915. Ruelle

1918) with ha.rd core conditions. Apart £rom its intrinsic bcauly, the importance of

this connection ha.s to do with the'methods it furn.ishes for the study of the properties

of L.. There is not enough space to describe this connection in detail here. d. e.g. the

expository texts (Ruelle 1918, Ma)-er 1980), but we will sketch some of the main ideas.

Intuitively, the situation is as follows. The analogy with statistical mechanics

comes about by viewing C as a Ruelle-Ar3.ki transfer matrix for the following one

dimensional spin system. Partition the manifold lvl into k "pieces" (Markov partition),

and consider a I·dimensional Potts model where the spins cr. take k values. There is

a map;T from !vI to sequences of spins defined for % E j\JI by :T{z) = (cri .... ,cr", ...}.

where cr" is the number of the piece in which /"-1(%) lies. The hard core condition

reflects the fact that an orbit may not be able to visit the pieces of the partition in

arbitrary order. This is expressed by a k x k matrix A of zeros and ones. where .-1.'
i

= 1

if the transition from i to j is allowed. The set r:~ of allowed sequences is then defined
by

E1 = {UE~{l, ... ,k}'A(U..u.+,)=l}.

"
('(C),(h))(u" ...) = 2:" ,-IV(.,r·, ....)~(h)(uo,u" ... ).

Note that A, and hence !:~ depend on the dynamical system. Under suitable circum

stances, 11'" is essentially invertible from 1.\1 to !:~. The transfer operator C becomes

Here. the sum. is restricted by the hard core condition {O"o,'" ,O".. , ••• } E !:~ and W is

the exchange interaction between the site 0 and the sites n > 0 (plus the self-interaction

at 0). So, comparing with (2.1). we See that W '=> log Idet D/{:T- 1 (cr
O

.O"p ...»I.
When no confusion is possible we omit the 71' in further reference to :T{C) and :r{h).

'J;,
Lt

H
t~,,{?
i.Ir.

,"

~

,.

, .

·.1
T

'~'II-""
~.'!.

'"1.~ .~

;:. ...
"'H".'
~ff;'~""". "

~:2
~

(2.2)

p.«Bof).C) = Po(B.(CC)).

~

2:,-;w'p«B 0 f")C)

no'
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PBdw) = Po(B(1 - ,C)-'(hC)) + Po(C(1 - (1{,)C)-'(hB») - p(BC) .

Po(B(I- ,-;WC)-'(h. C)).
"=0
2: ,-;w·p.(B . C(h. C))

2: ,-;w·p.«B 0 f")h· C)
n=C!

Theorem 2.1. For C' Axiom A diiIeomorpbisms, and Holder continuous observables.

fbe power spectrum e%tends Crom fhe real axis to 3. meromorphic {undion in a domain

Ilmwl < -log 6', {or some 8' < 1. The poles w in this region correspond exactly to the

eigenvalues;: o{ C on spaces of Bolder continuous functions: w = ±i tog;:.

A shod calcub.lion sbows that if.: = e- iw , then

so tha.t the complex poles of the power spectrum p aIC logarithms of eigenvalues of (.,

whose residues - but Dot their position - depend on Band C. These complex poles

are called resonances (Ruelle 1986). Of course, at this point, we do Dot know whether

(1- .:.C)-t exisls, or what the spectrum of C is, but this will become clear later. In any

case. the spectral properties of C are seen to be crucia.l for the analysis of correlation

funcHoDS. In the ca.se of difieomorphisms, the situation is described by the following

theorem of Ruelle (Ruelle 1987a,1987b) which we state only in a somewhat informaJ

manner:

Therefore, taking Fourier transforms as in (1.2), we get, formally,

by some Holder-continuous {unction exp( -U(y)). Note thilt C preserves Lebesgue

measure, i.e., l-Io(.C9) = IJo(g). The operator £, is extremely useful for the study of

time-correlation functions. To see this, consider any observables B I C as in Section 1.

Then
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Theorem 4.1.

a) There is a P = P(ReU) (the pressure) such that the operator C. has spectrum in

{= : 1=1 :s eP
} and essential speclrum in {= : 1=1 :s 8e P }.

b) If U is real, then eP is an eigenvalue of I:, and if the shift "T is mixing, then this

eigenvalue is simple and all others have stricily smaller modulus.

for which O'n and a~ differ. Let F, be the space o( all Lipshitz functions g: 1:1 _ R,
equipped with the norm

Part a) is proved in (PoWcott 1986) and Part b) in (Ruelle 1978). With the

normalizations as in (2.1), i.e., (or U as above, we see that P = 0, (£ preserves
measure).

We can now formulate the

Theorem 4.2. The (ormal power series (4.1) for d( =) converges for 1=1 < 8- 1e- P , and

defines an analytic function in this region.

Finilly, one says that the shift T is mixing, if, for sufficiently large J > 0, one has

(AJ)(i,j) i' 0 for ill i,j E {1, ... I k}.

Consider again the equation (2.1). We assume that U(::) == -logldetDf"'(:t')1

projects down to a "hamiltonian", H(:r(::)) = U(;c) which is in :;:9' (In the next

section, we discuss cases where this assumption holds.) Under the above assumption,
£ maps F, to itself.

Note that, according to (2.2), the (logarithms of) the zeros o( d(=) (resp. of the

eigenV3.!ues o( C) are positions of resonances of the correlation functions.

The proof of this theorem, after many intermediate steps (Ruelle 1978), has been

achieved by Haydn (Haydn 1987). Analogous results are known for flows (PoWcott
1986, Ruelle 1987a).

For expanding maps of the interval, the analogues of the above theorems are not

quite known (yet?). But good results are av::lilable in particular for the class T o(

piecewise monotone differentiable maps T of {O, 11 to itself with i1 derivative which is

',... bounded away £rom zero. The PerroQ·Frobenius operator associated to T is given a.s

..

...-::

-
.

.~

~

~.....

~

I
·::·;;~:

"~.
,~

f
~

'2.

-; I

-=

(4.1 )
~ 1 =m

dt (::) = exp- ~;;; I: i"':i":':""m(_\1

",_I "eFix'-

b) Study the function d,(=) wh.ich is defined formally by

d(,) = d,t(l-,C) .

Z", = L e-W{Cl'Q'....Cl' __ dCl'_· .. )

a) Study the spectrum of the operator r..

d(,) = '"p - f= ,m Zm
mm.'

In the formalism of statistical mechanics, the points % E Fix!"' correspond to periodic

sequences of ai's of period m (or less), so that d(::) can be viewed as a generating

function of partition functions with periodic boundary conditions.

The study of I:, is easier than that of d(::), but there is the unpleasant problem

that the spectrum of C depends on the function space which one coasiders.

One defines the zeta-function of the dynamic3.1 system by «::) = Ild(=). The

study of the zeta-function is of course interestiag in its own right. Clearly, in view of

Theorem 2.1, we see th3.t the poles of ( are resonances of the correlation function.

The following two important theorems summarize what is known about C and

d(=) for the case of Axiom A diffeomorphisms. We first need some notation. RecaU

the transition matrix A of Section 3, and the set E~ of allowed sequences. Choose a

8 E (0,1) and define a tnetric on E1 by r(a,a') = 8"', where n is the smallest index

where T is the shift operator on sequences given by T(a), = ai+l' (The two definitions

of d and d, coincide when :r is a bijection.) Note that, a.s a formal power series,

Theorems an proved by passing through the formalism of statistical mechanics as

described earlier. There, one defines

.nd

In th.is section, we restrict our attention to diffeomorphisms. In order to stud}' the

aaalyticity properties of Pac, there are basically two possibilities:
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1/ in! IT'I ~ 8 ~ 1/ ,up IT'I.

whe<e a = liD/-liE-II < I, b= IID/IE'II < I, and c = liD/IE-II> I ace bound,
on the local expansioa and contraction rates (in an adapted metric). By 7.2 in

(Ruelle 1978), we have 8 = ma.x(a,b)an.

O<Q.$;I, abca <l,

For piecewise linear maps with constant slope, Le., when IT'l is constant, this

means that 9 equals r)" where>' is the Lia.punov e~ponent of the system. Apply

ing Theorem 4.3 this says that the domain of meromorphy is describable in terms

of the Liapunov exponent.

b) In the ca.se of differentiable Axiom A systems, the local stable and unstable man

ifolds depend in general only in a Holder continuous way on ~ E lv[. The loss

of differentiability comes £rom potential zero divisors for the conjugating prob

lem.. (Of course, for l~imensiona.l systeInS there is no problem..) A bound on the

Holder constant Q is given for CO: maps by the conditions (Hirsch and Pugh 19iO,

Theorem 6.4):

In some special situations, the dynamics itself gives us at least some bounds on 8.

We now come to the apparently much harder qUC!5tion of what the quantity 8 is in

pra.ctice, and how one should understand the ze:,os of d(=), i.e., the poles of «=), and

whether there are any systems of interest in physics where such poles really occur. 'l,Ve

would like to find the smallest possible 8 for which.c maps F, to itself, Or, even better,

we would like to ha.ve a. method of Ilnalysis of the (-function which does not require

the function spaces F, or BV. At present, no such method seems known.

Although the above results give somewhat pessimistic bounds, I believe that in

situations we encounter in physical systems, we may expect 8 = e-)" where ~ is the

Lugest positive Liapunov exponent.

5. Bounds on the Domain of Meromorphy

......

.~~ a) In the case of maps on the inten-al, the equation (4.2) shows that

-:-~

-;'..'

-I·~~.

4

"

!I'
'-,":'"..

(4.2)8
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Define

IIgll = max(lIgll"in!{va«g) ,g equi".len' '0 9 in L,}} .

The proof of Keller (Keller 1984.) is based in part OD a result of Nussbaum (Nuss

baum 1970) which describes the essential spectrum of an operator through its approx

imation by compact operators (in our case these approximations are the restrictions of

C to the space of piecewi.se constant functioc.s). See also Rychlik (Rychlik 1983).

The situation (or the (-function is, to my knowledge, less satisfactory than in

the Axiom A case. One would like to conjecture that the inverse of the (.function is

analytic in {.: : 1=1 < 8- 1}, but ~his is only known for piecewise linear maps (Hofoa.uer

and Keller 1984) and for some classes of piecewise analytic maps (Mayer 1980, Keller

1988).

One bas the

Theorem 4.3. Let T E T, Il/T'l E BV and 8 < 1. Tben the spectrum of J:. :

BV -- BV COll$isb of iso/alcd eigenvalues of finite multiplicity contained in the annulus

{t: 8 < IfI :5 I}, and an essential spectrum in {t: Itl :5 8}. the essential radius being

exactly 8.

(There is a slight ambiguity bere for points of discontinuity of T I about which we do

not worry in this talk.) A natural spa.ce on which to consider £. in the c;ue of maps T

is the space BV of functions witb hounded varia.tion with a norm given by
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7. Resonances for Intermittent Maps

This section, and the next are based on the paper (Baladi, Eckmann, and Ruelle 1988),

d. also earlier work by Mori d at. (Moti d al. 1985, 1986). We study the situation

of a discrete· time map of the interval witb "intermittency". The graph of such a map

is shO\Vl1 in Fig.!.

a) The differences t" - t"_l form a sequence of independent, identically distributed

random variables with distribution ~(t)dt.

Fig. 1: Orapb o( I. «(o~ ~ = o.OJ) d. Eq.(3.1) bdo .....

We assume that the time axis can be divided into successive intervals T" such that

a.t the end of ea.ch internl something "special" happens. In pa.rticular, ior a map as

above, the orbit has a "laminar phase" when it is close to the origin a.nd we can take the

ends of the interval to be the times wheD the laminar phase ends. (A simple argument

sbows tha.t the results do not depend on the precise definition oi these intertals.) \Ve

now make a. statistical assumption.

The sequence of times t1 < ... < t" < ... at which the I" end satisfies:

~--

.~

lXth Int. Congr. on Mathematical Physics

w, = -hk(l +0(0')) - i.'o'k'(l +0(0») .

This means that the correlation function is a sum of terms modulated hy e:rp(itk)

and deca.ying at rates exp(-O(1)0:2k:ttl). (Note that the relation bet.....een poles and

resonances is somewhat different for flows and for maps - a logarithm is present io

the latter case.) The resonances are created £rom a slight imprecision in the "retu..'"D

time" to the subspace 50 = {(z,O) E 5: z EM}, caused by the non-constant ceiling

function J(z).

In the next sectioD, we will quantify the connection between the decay rate of the

resonance and the lass of phase coherence of the system.

200

d1 = 1 - qe-~ ,

so that the poles of the zeta·function are located at log q + 2il'i . k, with k E Z. As J

is perturbed away £rom J == I, these poles move, and one can perform a perturbatin

analysis of their position. In particular, if J(z) = 1 + o:cos(%), with 0: close to zero,

one finds for the position of the k'th resonance:

5 = {(z,u) , z E M, u E !O,,(z)]} ,

in which one identifies the points (2:,J(:::)) and (1(%),0). A flow F is defined on S by

pl(z,u) = (:r,u+t),

when t ;?: 0 is small (i.e., less than J(=) - u) and this definition is continued to all t

by the above identification. To simplify the situation even further, we consider the

following example by Ruelle (Ruelle 198ic). We let M "be the circle and consider

I(z) = q= mod 1 with q &n integer;?: 2. (This I is not invertible but the above

construction of 5 can still be done and leads to a "semi80w" on 5.) If.1 == 1, then an

explicit calculation shows that d(::) as defined by (4.1) is given by

de,) = d,(,) ,
d,(, )

The first example (Ruelle 1983) is obtained by the method of suspensions of map~'

which leads to flows. Consider a diffeomorphism f on a compact manifold l\>[ and a

"cciling function" $(:::), J ;:: O. One defines a new phase space

6. Resonances for Special Flows

Now that 'I'I'C have a bound on 9, we can study mechanisms which actually guarantee the

existence of resonances for the time correlation functioll5 of dynamical systems. The

m«hanisII1S we describe in this section and the next arc closely related (continuow

time systems in this section and discrete time systems in the next) and they will allow

a physical interpretation of how resonances can occur in a dynamical system. . .
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(8.1)
;f 19,(:)1 S 1

;f 19,(:)1> 1
1,(:) ~ {9,(:),

9,(:) - 2,

Resonances in dynamical systems

where ge(::) =:: + K=2 + f, K. = 1.75.

We have computed the various quantities of described in the last section for the map

illustrated in Fig. 1. These maps, Ie : [-1,11- [-1, 11are defined by

Fig. z: Tb~ time conduiOQ fUDclioQ C. for lh~ cap I. of £q.{3.J) with ( =0.001, for..l; =0, ...• 511.

In Fig. 2, we show the COrTelation {unctioQ for the above map with f = 0.001. Using

the method of interpolating ~poQentials (Benrici 1977), we approximate numerically

the cOrTelation function by a sum of complex exponentials. (Such methods have been

wed earlier by Isola (Isola 1988) in the context of H~non maps.) These lead naturally

of order T(T2/cr2) the fluctuations caused by the variance of ~ are sufficient to "wipe

out" the information in which of the time inten..us I .. the orbit stays. To see how this

comes about, we note that in each interval [ .. , due to the va..';ance 0- of 6, we perform

a "random step" of size ±o-, and thus the number N of inten-als which must be crossed

to get an uncertainty ofT in the (time-)position satisfies ../No- = T. Since the time to

cross one interval is on average equal to T, the result follows.

8. A Concrete Numerical Example

-;

(7.1)

, k E Z.

1 .~(w)

2;Tk .2;T2k2
0-

2
O(,~, 'IT')w. = T+'~+ If' 0-

Note that, to leading order, the real part oC the resonance does oot depend on 0-:, and

that the imaginary part, i.e., the decay rate of the cOrTelatioo function, is of order

u'IT'·

We find that the poles oC the cOrTelation function near zero with positive imaginary

part are located at

It is instructive to consider the case oC a Gaussian distribution 6( t), although this

gives a non-zero probability Cor negative times. If we assume that t::. is Gaussian, with

mean T and variance 0- 2 , then its Fourier transform is

with 8 > o. Thus, we see that the poles of the power spectrum PBC are the solutions

oC the equation

where p~c.o(w), Fs(w), and Gdw) extend holomorphically to Imw < 6, if we assume

tbt -

~(t) ~ const.e- lJt
,

_+ ( ) __+ () + F.(w)Cdw)
Pac w - Psc 0 w -. 1-C.(w)

b) The orbit before and after t .. is distributed independently of n. !\.'[ore precisely,

the functions t _ x~_,+1 defined on [O,t.. - t .. _11 are independent, identically

distributed objects.

It is interesting to observe that T(T2/0-2) is the ~pec~ed time to loose the pha.se

coherence. In other words, if I know that the orbit is in [0 at time 0 then after a time

We let p~dt) = Psdt) if t ~ 0 and 0 otherwise. Then a simple analysis (Baladi,

Eckmann, and Ruelle 1988) shows that

The above assumption of course contradicts the determinism of the time evolu

tion, but one should note that the assumption is a reasonable approximation {or what

happens for "intermittent" systems in which chaotic behavior alternates with laminar

intervals. Namely, the length of one laminar interval is in some sense independent of

how long the preceding laminlU interval was. In the same way, the times spent on

each side of the Lorenz attractor (Lorenz 1963) are well approximated by a probability

distribution oC independent random variables.

202 lXlh Int. Congr. on Mathematical Physics
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Fig. 3: The dislribution 6(m) LlI .. function of m. The gn-ph WIoS obtained from 3 ·IOd itentions of
I. with ( = 0.0003. We superpose the theoretical curve.

x
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